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Economic growth commonly occurs at the expense of environmental quality, but there are exceptions. Here we
use satellite data to identify places where exceptional economic growth and exceptional environmental
improvement co-occurred between 1990 and 2015. We term as “bright spots of green growth” those spatial
clusters with the most cells above the 95th percentile within their world region in both economic growth (as
proxied by increase in nighttime lights) and one aspect of environmental improvement (forest area). Because the
locations of bright spots are sensitive to methodological choices, we applied two different approaches to iden
tifying bright spots. The two approaches differed in their choice of nighttime lights data (DSMP-OLS in Approach
A vs. DSMP-VIIRS composite in Approach B); choice of forest area data (forest cover vs. forest land-use); time
period (2000–2010 vs. 1990–2015); and clustering technique (visual inspection vs. HDBSCAN algorithm). We
identified the top five bright spots in each of ten world regions using each of two approaches, for a total of 100
global bright spots of green growth. We then tested the extent to which the attributes of bright spots were
consistent with four non-mutually exclusive theories of green growth. Of the bright spots we identified, around
two-thirds (65% using Approach A; 71% using Approach B) had significantly higher-than-regional-average
growth in the share of labor employed in services, consistent with sectoral shift and “tertiarization.” Fewer
than half (38%; 46%) had significantly higher growth in income, consistent with the “Environmental Kuznets
Curve” theory. Some (54%; 29%) had significantly higher growth in timber plantation area, consistent with “ecoindustry”-driven rural development. Few (0%; 10%) had significantly higher growth in protected area coverage,
consistent with public policy-induced forest conservation. Our findings suggest sectoral shift toward services,
rather than rising income per se, may be a promising pathway for other regions seeking to combine economic
growth and environmental improvement.

1. Introduction
Most nations claim to seek both economic growth and improved
environmental quality, e.g. as declared in the Sustainable Development
Goals (United Nations, 2015) and other international conventions
(Otero et al., 2020). Yet the extent to which economic growth and
environmental improvement can be simultaneously achieved remains
the subject of disagreement among both scientists (Drews and van den
Bergh, 2017) and the general public (Drews et al., 2018).
Economic growth is often associated with environmental degrada
tion. But there are exceptions – places and times when economic growth
and environmental improvement have co-occurred (“green growth”;
OECD, 2011). Examples of such win–win outcomes are important:

policymakers are more likely to seek improvements in environmental
quality if they believe it is integral to, or at least compatible with, eco
nomic growth, rather than a tradeoff with economic growth. Positive
examples provide models that can be emulated by other places seeking
green growth.
Four non-mutually exclusive theories have been put forward to
explain the co-occurrence of economic growth and environmental
improvement in some places and times:
1) The Environmental Kuznets Curve (EKC) theory posits that increasing
national income is initially associated with environmental deterio
ration, but that environmental quality improves after some per
capita income threshold is surpassed (Grossman and Krueger, 1995).
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The EKC theory appears consistent with trends in some pollutants in
some places, but not others (Sarkodie and Strezov, 2018). In the case
of forests, the EKC theory is related to a stylized “forest transition
curve,” in which the rate of forest loss starts low then accelerates,
before total forest area reaches a trough and recovers, often with less
diverse tree species than the original forest (Mather, 1992; Barbier
et al., 2010). Reviews of the EKC theory for forests have found only
partial empirical support (Culas, 2012; Choumert, 2013; Leblois
et al., 2017; Caravaggio, 2020), with the theory remaining unre
solved (Caravaggio, 2020).
2) Eco-industries. Economic growth may be driven by industries that
actively increase ecosystems and their services, or are compatible
with the sustained provision of ecosystems and their services (termed
“eco-industries” by Janicke, 2012). In the case of forests, such in
dustries could include well-managed timber plantations, non-timber
forest products, nature-based tourism, shade-grown coffee, carbon
credit generation, etc.
3) Sectoral shift. Growth in economic sectors that have relatively small
or moderate environmental impact may attract factors of production
(i.e., investment capital, labor, land) away from more intensive
polluting or extractive industries, in a process termed “tertiarization”
by Greenford et al. (2020). In the case of forests, growth in the in
dustrial and service sectors could draw capital, labor, or land away
from agriculture, which is the dominant competitor with existing and
regrowing forests for the use of land (Curtis et al., 2018; Busch et al.,
2019). This diversion of resources could take pressure off of land and
allow natural habitats to recover
4) Policy. Economic growth, regardless of source, may be accompanied
by public policies that protect and restore ecosystems. In a review by
Capasso et al. (2019), policies are the most studied factor contrib
uting to place-specific green growth, surpassing skills, technology,
physical resources, markets, and institutions. In the case of forests,
common policies for slowing or reversing deforestation include
protected areas, recognition of Indigenous territories, and payments
for ecosystem services, among others (Busch and Ferretti-Gallon,
2017; Busch and Amarjargal, 2020).

green growth complement other “bright spots” of environmental quality
(e.g. Cinner et al., 2016; Bennett et al., 2016; Simpfendorfer and Dulvy,
2017), as well as “hotspots” of environmental degradation (e.g. Myers
et al., 2000).
We test the extent to which the attributes of bright spots are
consistent with the four theories of green growth above, based on having
significantly higher-than-regional levels of 1) income, as measured by
GDP per capita; 2) eco-industry, as measured by the extent of plantation
forests; 3) sectoral shift, as measured by share of labor employed in
services; and 4) policy, as measured by protected area coverage.
2. Methods
2.1. Data on forest area
Environmental quality is multi-faceted, encompassing many aspects,
e.g. water quality, industrial greenhouse gas emissions, and forest area.
However, to date global spatially resolved time series data sets exist for
forest area but not for these other aspects. Thus we used forest area as an
indicator of environmental quality.
In the first of our two approaches for identifying bright spots of green
growth (Approach A), our indicator of forest area was forest cover, i.e.
levels of tree cover that exceed a given extent, height, and density. We
calculated the net change in forest cover between the years 2000 and
2010, defined using a 30% tree-cover threshold (Hansen et al., 2013;
GLAD, 2018). These data offer the best available global forest cover
product with consistent methodology over space and time and high
(~30 m) spatial resolution. However, these data are subject to mea
surement error (Alix-Garcia and Millimet, 2020), with the rate of false
positives and false negatives varying by biome (Tyukavina et al., 2015).
Alternative definitions of forest produce different maps of forest distri
bution (Sexton et al., 2016).
Furthermore, forest cover in this data set includes not only natural
forests, but also plantations, gardens, agro-forestry, and tree crops. Most
of these land-cover types provide greater levels of ecosystem services
relative to non-forests, i.e, they are correlated with multiple dimensions
of environmental quality. For example, natural forests provide
ecosystem services related to climate mitigation, water, energy, agri
culture, biodiversity, health and safety, and climate adaptation (Sey
mour and Busch, 2016). Timber plantations provide soil, water, and
biodiversity conservation, carbon sequestration and local livelihoods
(Bauhus et al., 2010), although afforestation with non-native mono
culture plantations is associated with diminished ecosystem services
relative to biodiverse grasslands (Veldman et al., 2015). Agroforestry
systems provide water-quality enhancement, carbon sequestration, and
soil improvement (Nair, 2011). Urban forests regulate water, heat,
carbon, and pollution cycles (Livesley et al., 2016). An exception is oil
palm plantations, which are associated with diminished ecosystem ser
vices (Ayompe et al., 2021). Although a global map that distinguishes
natural forests from other forest types would be preferable, such a map
does not yet exist (Chiarucci and Piovesan, 2020).
In the second of our two approaches for identifying bright spots of
green growth (Approach B), our indicator of forest area was forest land
use, i.e. land that has the management characteristics of a forest. We
obtained data on land-use change into and out of forest between the
years 1990 and 2015 from Winkler et al. (2021). In this data set, frac
tional change in land use at 1 km resolution was reconstructed by
spatially allocating nationally reported land-use change statistics from
the Food and Agricultural Organization using a composite of 21 earth
observation data sets. This forest land-use data has some advantages
over the forest cover data used in Approach A: because it defines forests
based on land use rather than land cover, it does not include certain
types of tree cover, e.g. gardens and tree crops. It also covers a longer
time period (1990–2015, excerpted from 1960 to 2019 in the full orig
inal data set). However, it has some disadvantages as well. It is not
directly measured, and the land-use change statistics and earth

Previous global empirical studies of the relationship between eco
nomic growth and environmental improvement have used aggregate
national-level administrative data. None of the global-scale studies of
green growth identified by a recent synthesis (Capasso et al., 2019)
conducted spatially explicit analyses, as we do here. Furthermore, pre
vious attempts to identify and highlight specific regions of green growth
have not been systematic—Hansen and Coenen (2015) lament that a
“well-known weakness” of analyses of sustainability transitions is that
“they celebrate the particular and focus on highly idiosyncratic case
stories of specific places.”
In this paper, we use global, spatially disaggregated data from sat
ellites to systematically identify places where economic growth and
environmental improvement have co-occurred (“green growth”). We use
nighttime lights as a proxy for economic growth and forest area as an
indicator of one aspect of environmental quality. A handful of previous
studies have combined nighttime lights and forest cover data, e.g. to
explore the effect of urbanization on vegetation (Liu et al., 2015), to map
the distribution of urban green spaces (Wicht and Kuffer, 2019), and to
develop improved satellite-based measures of economic growth (Keola
et al., 2015). However, no previous study combined the two data sets as
we do, to identify regions of concurrent nighttime light growth and
forest cover growth.
Within each of ten geographic regions, we term the five clusters with
the most cells that experienced exceptional increase (>95th percentile
within their region) in both nighttime lights and forest area as “bright
spots.” Because results are plausibly sensitive to methodological de
cisions (e.g. nighttime lights data; forest data; time period; and method
used to identify clusters), we applied two different approaches, for a
total of 100 global bright spots of green growth. Our bright spots of
2
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observation data used in the spatial allocation are not comparable across
space nor consistent over time.

exceptional cells, which in some cases involved subjective judgment
calls. Because the choice to identify exceptional cells using the 95th
percentile threshold is arbitrary, we applied alternative thresholds of
90th percentile, 85th percentile, and 80th percentile in a sensitivity
analysis.
In Approach B, we identified clusters of exceptional cells using an
automated routine in ArcGis Pro: Hierarchical Density-Based Spatial
Clustering of Applications with Noise (HDBSCAN) (Campello et al.,
2013) (SI Fig. 1b). This automated routine has the advantage of
removing subjective judgment calls and unconscious biases about which
regions may be bright spots. However, it has disadvantages as well. It
does not account for geographic, political, or cultural differences be
tween clusters that are more readily detectable by humans than algo
rithms. And cells that may be more clustered mathematically may
nevertheless appear to be less clustered to humans.
Within each world region, we ranked clusters based on the number of
exceptional cells they contained. We termed the five clusters in each
region with the greatest number of exceptional cells as “bright spots.”
Five clusters in ten world regions using two approaches yielded 100
global bright spots of green growth.

2.2. Data on nighttime lights
We measured economic growth using the proxy variable of net in
crease in nighttime lights detected by satellite. Nighttime lights have
been found to correlate well with economic activity (Florida et al., 2012;
Chen and Nordhaus, 2011), gross domestic product (GDP) (Doll et al.,
2000; Sutton and Costanza, 2002), poverty (Elvidge et al., 2009), in
come (Henderson et al., 2011), and human pressure on ecosystems
(Geldmann et al., 2019). They are particularly useful for estimating
economic activity at fine spatial scales, estimating changes in economic
activity over time, and estimating economic activity in areas with poor
or no reporting of GDP (Levin et al., 2020), all of which are key features
of this research. However, there are some aspects of economic growth
that are not well captured by nighttime lights, e.g. agricultural activity
in developing countries (Keola et al., 2015).
In Approach A, we obtained data on nighttime lights in 2000 and
2010 from the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program-Operational
Linescan System (DMSP-OLS) (NOAA, 2019). We used the “standard”
nighttime lights data of average visible band digital number of cloudfree light detections multiplied by the percent frequency of light
detection. The nighttime lights data have global coverage between 65◦ S
and 75◦ N, comparable collection over space at 30 arc-second resolution
(~1 km × 1 km at the Equator), and consistent collection over time.
They detect even dim lighting. However, they saturate in bright urban
centers.
In Approach B, we integrated a newer nighttime light data set,
Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS). VIIRS data have been
found to be superior to DMSP in several respects (Gibson et al., 2021).
However, VIIRS data were not available prior to 2012. So, we obtained
data on nighttime lights circa 1990 and 2015 from a dataset that inte
grated DMSP data from 1992 to 2013 with VIIRS data from 2012 to 2018
to produce a harmonized, consistent global data set of nighttime lights
(Li et al., 2020).

2.4. Bright spots and theories of green growth
We tested the extent to which the attributes of bright spots were
consistent with four non-mutually exclusive theories of green growth.
For each theory, we tested the hypothesis that a particular attribute of
bright spots would be above the regional average. We obtained data
circa 2000 and 2010 (for Approach A) and circa 1990 and circa 2015
(for Approach B) at the finest spatial scale for which they were available.
i) Environmental Kuznets Curve (EKC). We tested a hypothesis
generated by EKC theory; i.e., that bright spots of green growth
would have higher-than-regional-average income growth. Data
on income, i.e. GDP per capita, were available at national scale in
Africa and the Middle East, and at one administrative tier below
national scale in most other countries (Kummu et al., 2018).
ii) Eco-industry. We tested a hypothesis generated by the ecoindustry theory; i.e., that bright spots of green growth would
have higher-than-regional-average expansion of plantation
forestry. We obtained national-level data on planted forest
coverage as a percent of land area from FAO (2020).
iii) Sectoral shift. We tested a hypothesis generated by the sectoral
shift theory; i.e., that bright spots of green growth would have
higher-than-regional-average growth in the share of labor
employed in services. We obtained national-level data on share of
employment in the services sectors from the World Bank (2020).
iv) Policy. We tested a hypothesis generated by the theory of policydriven green growth; i.e., that bright spots of green growth would
have higher-than-regional-average growth in protected area
coverage. We obtained spatially explicit data on protected area
coverage from UNEP-WCMC (2014).

2.3. Identifying bright spots
We did not seek to uncover universal relationships between eco
nomic growth and environmental change across the entire range of these
variables, e.g. through a multiple regression analysis. Rather, we sought
to identify regions where exceptional levels of nighttime light gain and
forest cover gain co-occurred. We did so as follows.
First, we gridded all land area between 65◦ S and 75◦ N into 5.48
million 0.05◦ cells (~5.5 km × 5.5 km at the equator). For each cell, we
calculated net change in nighttime lights and net change in forest area
between 2000 and 2010 (Approach A) and between 1990 and 2015
(Approach B). This aggregated spatial scale should subsume small
spatial misalignment or symmetric measurement errors, e.g. from
“flickering” of forest cover along forest edges (Australian Government,
2018).
Then, we calculated each cell’s percentile nighttime lights change
and percentile forest area change relative to the other cells within its
world geographic region (n = 10). We categorized as “exceptional”
every cell for which i) net increase in nighttime lights (from 2000 to
2010 in Approach A; from 1990 to 2015 in Approach B) was above the
95th percentile within its world region; and ii) net increase in forest area
(from 2000 to 2010 in Approach A; from 1990 to 2015 in Approach B)
was above the 95th percentile within its world region (SI Fig. 1a). By
comparing cells only to other cells within the same world region rather
than globally, we implicitly controlled for factors affecting economic
growth and forest gain that varied systematically across world regions.
Next, we identified clusters of exceptional cells. In Approach A, we
did so by visual inspection. We distinguished between neighboring
clusters based on large distance gaps between high concentrations of

For each bright spot, we calculated summary statistics based on the
exceptional cells within the cluster, rather than all cells within that
cluster. Thus, the precise delineations of bright spot boundaries did not
affect the values of the summary statistics.
For each of the data above, we compared the average value within a
bright spot to the average value within its geographic region. We tested
whether the bright spot average was significantly different from the
regional average, based on a 95% two-tailed t-test. For the two data sets
that were only available at the national level (plantation forests; share of
employment in industry and services), we calculated these statistics only
for the seven world regions that included more than ten countries (i.e.,
we excluded United States and Canada; Australia and New Zealand; and
East Asia). As a sensitivity analysis, we included these three regions as
well.
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Approach B (Fig. 2; SI Fig. 7b).
In Europe-Asia, bright spots were found in the Urals, Southern
Siberia, Volga, Central Russia, and Northwestern Russia using Approach
A (Fig. 1; SI Fig. 8a). Bright spots were found in the Urals, the Caucasus,
Greater Mosco, Kaliningrad, and the Russian Far East using Approach B
(Fig. 2; SI Fig. 8b).
In North America, bright spots were found in the California Central
Valley, Southeast United States, the Gulf Coast, Southwest California,
and Eastern Washington using Approach A (Fig. 1; SI Fig. 9a). Bright
spots were found in the Carolinas, Texas, Oklahoma, Ohio River Valley,
and Missouri using Approach B (Fig. 2; SI Fig. 9b).
In South America, bright spots were found in Ecuador, Brazil’s
Atlantic Forest, Ceará, Southern Chile, and Buenos Aires and Paraná
River using Approach A (Fig. 1; SI Fig. 10a). Bright spots were found in
Southeast Brazil, Ecuador (Coast-Andes), Colombia (Andino), Eastern
Venezuela, and Paraguay (Southern Paraneña) using Approach B (Fig. 2;
SI Fig. 10b).
In Southeast Asia, bright spots were found in Greater Ho Chi Minh
City, Greater Bangkok, Central Vietnam, Western Peninsular Malaysia,
and East Java using Approach A (Fig. 1; SI Fig. 11a). Bright spots were
found in South Thailand-Northern Peninsular Malaysia, Indonesia
(Java), Eastern Thailand, Southeast Vietnam, and Southern Peninsular
Malaysia using Approach B (Fig. 2; SI Fig. 11b).
In Southwest Asia and South Asia, bright spots were found in West
ern Turkey, Coastal Southeast India, Coastal East India, North India, and
Coastal Syria using Approach A (Fig. 1; SI Fig. 12a). Bright spots were
found in Eastern India, Turkey (Aegean), Lebanon, Turkey (Marmar),
and Turkey (West Black Sea) using Approach B (Fig. 2; SI Fig. 12b).
GDP per capita growth within bright spots was significantly higher
than the regional average in 38% of bright spots (n = 19/50) using
Approach A (Fig. 3), and in 46% of bright spots (n = 23/50) using
Approach B (Fig. 4). The regions where the most bright spots had higher
income growth than the regional average were South Asia/Southwest
Asia (n = 4/5) in Approach A (Table 1) and South Asia/Southwest Asia
(n = 4/5) in Approach B (Table 2). The bright spot with greatest income
growth relative to its region was Tabasco (9.26x regional income
growth) in Approach A, and the Urals (12.8x regional income growth) in
Approach B (Table 2).
Planted forest area increase within bright spots was significantly
higher than the regional average in 54% of bright spots (n = 19/35)
using Approach A (Fig. 3), and in 29% of bright spots (n = 10/35) using
Approach B (Fig. 4). (For this comparison using national-level data, we
excluded data from the three regions with fewer than 10 countries.) The

For context, we also calculated summary statistics related to popu
lation density (CIESIN, 2018), human development index (HDI)
(Kummu et al., 2018), remoteness (Weiss et al., 2018), area of natural
forest regrowth (FAO 2020), and a spatial database of planted trees in
>60 countries circa 2015 (Harris et al., 2019).
3. Results
Nighttime light gain and forest gain co-occurred in 13% of all cells
worldwide using Approach A (SI Table 3), and 21% of all cells world
wide using Approach B (SI Table 4). “Exceptional” cells, in which net
nighttime light increase and net forest gain were both above the 95th
percentile within their world region, comprised 0.3% of all cells
worldwide using Approach A (SI Table 3) and 0.3% of all cells world
wide using Approach B (SI Table 4). These exceptional cells were clus
tered in discrete bright spots.
In Africa, bright spots were found in Central Africa, West Africa,
Southern DRC, Angola, and Mozambique using Approach A (Fig. 1; SI
Fig. 3a). Bright spots were found in DRC (Uele)-CAR (Haute Mbomou),
the Morocco-Algeria-Tunisia coast, Southern Ghana, Southern Cote
d’Ivoire, and South Africa (Mpumalanga-Limpopo) using Approach B
(Fig. 2; SI Fig. 3b).
In Australia-New Zealand, bright spots were found in East Coast
Australia, Greater Melbourne, Greater Auckland, Southern North Island,
and Greater Perth using Approach A (Fig. 1; SI Fig. 4a). Bright spots were
found in Far North Queensland, Kakadu-Arnhem Land, CentralSoutheast Queensland, the Kimberley, and Greater Darwin using
Approach B (Fig. 2; SI Fig. 4b).
In Central America and the Caribbean, bright spots were found in
Tabasco, Interior Southwest Mexico, Coastal Southwest Mexico,
Guadeloupe, and Cuba using Approach A (Fig. 1; SI Fig. 5a). Bright spots
were found in Panama-Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican Republic-Puerto
Rico, Guatemala (South Coast), and Central Mexico using Approach B
(Fig. 2; SI Fig. 5b).
In East Asia, bright spots were found in Greater Shanghai, Sichuan,
Yunnan, the Pearl River Delta, and Central China using Approach A
(Fig. 1; SI Fig. 6a). Bright spots were found in Chongqing-Guizhou,
Guangdong, Taiwan, Fujian, and Guangxi using Approach B (Fig. 2; SI
Fig. 6b).
In Europe, bright spots were found in Ireland, Scotland, Northwest
Italy, Sweden, and Coastal Norway using Approach A (Fig. 1; SI Fig. 7a).
Bright spots were found in Serbia-Kosovo-Albania, Portugal, Southern
Italy, Spain (Castilla y Leon), and Greece (Macedonia-Thrace) using

Fig. 1. Global bright spots of green growth, 2000–2010, identified using Approach A. Yellow cells have levels of both night light gain (DMSP-OLS; NOAA, 2019) and
forest cover gain (Hansen et al., 2013; GLAD, 2018) that are “exceptional” (above 95th percentile within their world region). Dashed ovals identify “bright spots”: the
five clusters identified by visual inspection within each world region that contain the greatest number of exceptional cells.
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Fig. 2. Global bright spots of green growth, 1990–2015, identified using Approach B. Grey cells have levels of both night light gain (DMSP-VIIRS; Li et al., 2020) and
forest land-use gain (Winkler et al., 2021) that are “exceptional” (above 95th percentile within their world region). Colored cells are “bright spots”: the five clusters
identified by an HDBSCAN cluster analysis within each world region that contain the greatest number of exceptional cells.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of attributes of bright spots to regional averages (Approach A), a) 2000–2010; b) 2000; c) 2010.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of attributes of bright spots to regional averages (Approach B), a) 1990–2015; b) 1990; c) 2015.

regions where the most bright spots had planted forest growth above the
regional average were Europe-Asia and South Asia/Southwest Asia (n =
5/5) in Approach A (Table 1) and Central America (n = 3/5) in
Approach B (Table 2). The bright spot with the most planted forest
growth relative to its region was Cuba (11.31x regional growth in
planted forest area) in Approach A (Table 1), and Southern Ghana (7.01x
regional average) in Approach B (Table 2).
Service sector employment growth within bright spots was signifi
cantly higher than the regional average in 65% of bright spots (n = 22/
34) using Approach A (Fig. 3), and in 71% of bright spots (n = 25/35)
using Approach B (Fig. 4). (For this comparison using national-level
data, we excluded data from the three regions with fewer than 10
countries, as well as from Guadeloupe in Approach A, for which no data
was available). Regions where the most bright spots had significantly
higher growth in service sector employment relative to the regional
average included Central America (n = 4/4), Europe Asia (n = 4/5),
South America (n = 4/5), and Southeast Asia (n = 4/5) in Approach A
(Table 1), and Africa (n = 4/5), Europe-Asia (n = 4/5), South Asia/
Southwest Asia (n = 4/5) and Southeast Asia (n = 4/5) in Approach B
(Table 2). The bright spot with the greatest growth in employment in
services relative to its region was Coastal Syria (3.56x regional growth in
service sector employment) in Approach A (Table 1) and in Dominican

Republic-Puerto Rico (2.21x regional average) in Approach B (Table 2).
Protected area increase within bright spots was significantly higher
than the regional average in 0% of bright spots (n = 0/50) using
Approach A (Fig. 3), and in 10% of bright spots (n = 5/50) using
Approach B (Fig. 4). The region where the most bright spots had
significantly higher increase in protected area relative to the regional
average was Australia/New Zealand (n = 3/5) in Approach B. The bright
spot with the greatest protected area increase relative to its region was
Australia’s Kimberley (4.54x regional average) in Approach B.
3.1. Sensitivity of results to modeling decisions
The locations of bright spots differed considerably between
Approach A vs. Approach B; i.e., they were highly sensitive to the choice
of nighttime lights data (DSMP-OLS vs. DSMP-VIIRS composite); choice
of forest data (forest cover vs. forest land-use); time period (2000–2010
vs. 1990–2015); and technique used to identify clusters (visual inspec
tion vs. HDBSCAN algorithm). Only 21 of the 50 bright spot clusters
identified in Approach A overlapped spatially with bright spot clusters
identified in Approach B. These bright spots were Central Africa, West
Africa, and Mozambique in Africa; East Coast Australia in Australia/New
Zealand; Tabasco and Cuba in Central America; Sichuan, Yunnan, and
6
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Table 1
50 bright spots and their change in characteristics between 2000 and 2010 (Approach A). Values are the ratio of the average change within bright spots to the average
change within regions. Values in blue denote bright spot averages that are significantly above the regional average; values in orange denote bright spots averages that
are significantly below the regional average. Shaded cells were excluded from calculations of aggregate statistics because they used country-level data in regions with
fewer than ten countries.

the Pearl River Delta in East Asia; the Urals and Central Russia in
Europe-Asia; the Southeast United States in North America; Ecuador and
the Atlantic Forest of Brazil in South America; Western Turkey, Coastal
Southeast India, and Coastal East Asia in South Asia/Southwest Asia;
and Greater Ho Chi Minh City, Greater Bangkok, West Peninsular
Malaysia, and East Java in Southeast Asia (Fig. 1; Fig. 2).
However, the applicability of the four theories to the attributes of
bright spots were more robust across Approach A and B. The share of
bright spots with significantly higher-than-regional-average income
differed by only 10% between Approach A and Approach B (38% vs
46%). The share of brightspots with significantly higher-than-regional
average protected area also varied by 10% (0% vs 10%), while the
share of bright spots with significantly higher-than-regional-average
share of labor in services differed by just 6% (65% vs. 71%). The
share of bright spots with significantly higher-than-regional-average
planted forest had a larger difference between approaches—25% (54%
vs 29%)—perhaps due to differences in forest area change measurement
(forest cover detection vs. forest land-use allocation) between data sets

in Approach A and Approach B.
The set of clusters identified as bright spots was moderately sensitive
to percentile threshold chosen. Within Approach A, 39, 32, and 32 of the
50 bright spots overlapped with the top 50 identified using an alterna
tive threshold for exceptional cells of 90th percentile, 85th percentile,
and 80th percentile, respectively.
4. Discussion
The circumstances of bright spots of night light gain and forest gain
vary considerably. Bright spots at the periphery of Auckland, Bangkok,
Buenos Aires, Guangzhou, Ho Chi Minh City, Mexico City, Moscow,
Perth, Shanghai, and other major cities suggests the potential for urban
expansion onto agricultural land to be accompanied by tree cover gain.
Bright spots in African savanna regions suggest the potential for forest
recovery and development within swidden agricultural zones. In some
cases, bright spots align with popular perceptions of places with a green
image or promotion (e.g. Costa Rica; Morocco). In other cases, they do
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Table 2
50 bright spots and their change in characteristics between 1990 and 2015 (Approach B). Values are the ratio of the average change within bright spots to the average
change within regions. Values in blue denote bright spot averages that are significantly above the regional average; values in orange denote bright spots averages that
are significantly below the regional average. Shaded cells were excluded from calculations of aggregate statistics because they used country-level data in regions with
fewer than ten countries.

not (e.g. Oklahoma; Texas). This highlights the strength of identifying
bright spots systematically based on pre-defined criteria, to avoid bias
toward popular perception of where green growth is or is not occurring.
The stories behind the emergence of individual bright spots are
varied, complex, and multi-faceted. For example, the Mexican state of
Tabasco is identified as a bright spot in both Approach A and Approach
B. Tabasco experienced natural forest recovery within historically
deforested areas, particularly within the Yucatán Dry Forest (Abel Vaca
et al., 2012) supported by state and federal forest programs imple
mented from 2000 to 2006 (Alejandro-Montiel et al., 2010). It also had
growth of eucalyptus, citrus (Abel Vaca et al., 2012), teak (Ramírez
Jaramillo et al., 2019), and oil palm (Hernández-Rojas et al., 2018)
plantations, as well as cacao agroforestry (Brito-Vega et al., 2018). It is
among the wealthier states in Mexico (Ayvar-Campos et al., 2018), with
fast-growing cities (Ramos Reyes et al., 2019), and high employment in
oil and gas, tourism, shipping, and professional services alongside
agriculture (Sánchez-Gil et al., 2004). It will be a fruitful realm of future

inquiry to investigate more deeply the varied and complex circum
stances behind individual bright spots.
5. Testing explanations for the emergence of bright spots
In light of complex stories and varied circumstances, there is unlikely
to be a single universal theory that explains the emergence of every
bright spot. Nevertheless, systematic analysis can test the breadth of
applicability of various proposed theories of green growth to bright
spots. While we do not claim that the presence of factors consistent with
these theories is causal, they may be integral.
The theory that is most broadly applicable to bright spots is sectoral
shift. 65–71% of bright spots (Approach A-Approach B) had significantly
higher than average service sector growth. Meanwhile, 43–47% had
significantly higher growth in the industry sector and service sector
combined. Ceará in Brazil, Northwest Italy, Ireland, California, and
Interior China (Approach A) and Taiwan and Guangdong (Approach B),
8
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forests could result from either increased public provision of forests as a
matter of public policy, or increased supply of forested housing and
recreation areas to meet private demand. This is analogous to the
Environmental Kuznets Curve theory, but with service sector employ
ment rather than income growth as the cause.

among others, are notable manufacturing or technology hubs. Tabasco,
Angola, the U.S. Gulf Coast, and Coastal Norway (Approach A) and
Texas, Oklahoma, and Venezuela (Approach B) are bright spots where
considerable oil production takes place.
The next most broadly applicable theory of green growth is ecoindustry. 29–54% of bright spots are in countries with significantly
above regional-average levels of planted forest. Bright spots in the
Southern United States, Sweden, and Chile (Approach A) and are all
noteworthy for the presence of the forestry industry, which has the
potential to provide both economic growth, and—at points in the har
vest cycle—investment in tree cover. In the absence of a global map
distinguishing natural forest cover from plantation (Chiarucci and Pio
vesan, 2020), we could not distinguish how much forest growth was due
to plantation rather than natural forest regrowth in all bright spots. A
spatial database of planted trees that compiled data from multiple
sources (Harris et al 2019) in >60 countries suggests that 7 out of 29
(24%) bright spots had higher coverage of planted trees circa 2015 than
the regional average (Approach B). Meanwhile natural forest regrowth
(FAO, 2020) in bright spots exceeded regional averages in 30 out of 49
(61%) of bright spots (Approach B).
Only in a minority of bright spots (38–46%) is the Environmental
Kuznets Curve (EKC) an applicable theory of green growth. Increase in
human development was similar; 40–44% of bright spots had HDI
growth above the regional average. If economic development leads to
improved environmental quality, the mechanism through which this
occurs most commonly appears to be sectoral shift rather than rising
incomes per se.
In only a small handful of bright spots (0–10%) was policy-driven
green growth an applicable theory. This result can be explained in
terms of the forest transition curve. Our metric of interest, net forestcover gain, does not occur where forest cover is very high to begin
with, nor in places where deforestation was reduced from previous high
levels but has not yet reversed. Protected areas may be more effective
during these two earlier phases of the forest transition (preventing initial
loss; slowing ongoing loss) than in the later phase (accelerating forest
regrowth). Furthermore, protected areas have a well-known spatial bias
toward the “high and far” (Joppa and Pfaff, 2009). Of our bright spots,
100% (Approach A) or 94% (Approach B) were significantly less remote
than the regional average circa 2015. Meanwhile 84% (Approach A) or
74% (Approach B) had significantly higher population density circa
2010.
The four theories of green growth above are not mutually exclusive.
Numerous bright spots were compatible with multiple theories. All but
seven bright spots were compatible with at least one of the four theories
using Approach A (Table 1), and all but five bright spots were compat
ible with at least one of the four theories using Approach B (Table 2).

5.2. On degrowth
The premise of green growth is conceptually appealing because it
offers the possibility for win–win outcomes between economic and
environmental outcomes. Nevertheless, some have challenged not only
the feasibility but also the desirability of green growth, preferring
instead “degrowth” (Sandberg et al., 2019; Hickel and Kallis, 2020).
However, we find that economic contraction is no more of a sufficient
condition for environmental improvement than economic growth. For
est gain was only slightly less likely to have occurred in cells where
economic activity increased than cells where it declined (47% vs 52%) in
Approach A, and was slightly more likely to have occurred in cells where
economic activity increased than cells where it declined (62% vs 57%) in
Approach B. There was greater exceptional forest gain relative to
exceptional forest loss in cells with exceptional nightlight gain (0.31% vs
0.28% in Approach A; 0.33% vs 0.17% in Approach B) than there was in
cells with exceptional nightlight loss (0.49% vs 0.50% in Approach A;
1.04% vs 1.28% in Approach B) (SI Table 3; SI Table 4).
5.3. Caveats and limitations
We caveat that our data are imperfect proxies for economic activity
and environmental quality. Nighttime lights, while correlated with
many aspects of economic wellbeing, may omit other aspects. The forest
cover data used in Approach A includes not only natural forests, but also
tree plantations, gardens and ornamental trees, and even oil palm
plantations, which in turn vary considerably in their level of ecosystem
service provision. There are many more aspects of environmental
quality beyond forest area (e.g. industrial greenhouse gas emissions),
and improvements in different aspects may not be correlated.
Our data on sectoral employment, planted forest, and even GDP were
not as spatially disaggregated as we would have liked. However, these
data provide a useful starting point for the first global, spatial analysis of
its kind. Our analysis can be extended to other global spatial data sets on
economic activity, environmental quality, and their correlates as they
become available.
Our identification of bright spots through an overlay of data sets is
simplistic. We used an available software package rather than advancing
the state of spatial science. Our analysis of the association of bright spots
with four theories of green growth is simple as well. We compared in
dicators inside and outside of bright spots, rather than controlling for
multiple variables that could affect the location of bright spots, as in e.g.
a multiple regression analysis. Although we hypothesize that the posi
tive relationship between service sector growth and the emergence of
bright spots is causal rather than merely correlational, we leave for
future work to test this hypothesis, and establish through what
mechanisms.
Our study does not explore the extent to which the processes
responsible for the emergence of local bright spots of green growth can
be replicated, scaled up, or aggregated nationally or globally. There may
be economic feedbacks or diminishing returns to scale that hinder bright
spots from being universally generalizable or aggregable. On the other
hand, there could also be positive feedbacks such that green growth selfpropagates. These dynamics remain an open question for future work.
Even so, the local bright spots identified in this paper offer positive
examples that can be emulated by other places seeking green growth.

5.1. Service sector growth and the emergence of bright spots
Of the four theories above, service sector growth was by far the most
broadly associated with exceptional growth in nighttime lights and
forest area. This association was robust to the application of different
approaches for identifying bright spots.
There are two potential mechanisms through which growth in the
service sector might lead to increased forest area. First, service sector
growth could attract factors of production (i.e. labor; capital; or land)
away from the agricultural sector, taking pressure off of land and
allowing natural habitats to recover. This is analogous to other notable
theories in which economic expansion in one sector impedes growth in
another sector. For example, the “cost disease of services” in which
increased labor productivity in manufacturing leads to rising costs in the
arts or education (Baumol and Bowen, 1966). Or, “Dutch Disease,” in
which increased oil exports strengthens a country’s currency, making
exports of other sectors less competitive (Corden, 1984).
Second, a shift of employment into the service sector could be
accompanied by a shift toward pro-environmental preferences. More

5.4. Policy implications
Many policymakers seek the co-occurrence of economic growth and
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environmental improvement, i.e., green growth. Here, we have identi
fied 100 regions that have recently experienced green growth, for one
aspect of environmental improvement for which high-resolution spatial
time series exist globally—forest area. For policymakers, these “bright
spots” can provide positive examples that can be learned from,
emulated, or adapted by other regions seeking green growth.
Policymakers in regions identified as bright spots of green growth
can use this evidence as positive publicity to promote their region, e.g. to
attract businesses, investment, citizens, or visitors. They can help
identify the policies, if any, that resulted in concurrent economic growth
and forest gain. Having identified such policies, they can maintain,
improve, and expand them. They can also publicize and promote these
policies elsewhere, e.g. by hosting peer-to-peer exchanges with policy
makers from other regions interested in achieving green growth, espe
cially those within the same geographic region facing similar
circumstances.
More than two-thirds of the bright spots had higher-than-average
service sector growth. This suggests that shifts in land, labor, and cap
ital away from agriculture, and accompanying shifts in market power
and public preferences, may free land for forest restoration while pro
ducing economic growth.
A causal link from service sector growth to environmental
improvement, if it exists, would be an attractive lever for improving
environmental quality, since service sector employment is consistent
with the development aspirations of many people in many countries.
Whether the relationship between service sector growth and environ
mental improvement is causal, and through what mechanisms it occurs,
are hypotheses that can be tested through future research.
Regions experiencing service-sector growth can also test policies for
accelerating forest gain. These could include: encouraging the conver
sion of discontinued agricultural lands to forests; making new servicesector commercial or residential land uses compatible with forests; or
taking advantage of growing public pro-environmental preferences to
protect and restore forests.
Other theories for the emergence of bright spots of green
growth—the “eco-industry” of plantation forestry; the Environmental
Kuznets Curve; and direct pro-environmental land-use restriction pro
tection—have less broad explanatory power than service sector growth
as correlates of green growth. Nevertheless, examples of bright spots
consistent with each of these theories exist as potential examples for
policymakers seeking these paths to green growth.
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